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Abstract
Labeling a data set is a tedious task, especially when identifying small pores in an artifact-prone three-dimensional computed
tomography (CT) scan of a die cast. Modern deep learning algorithms have the ability to increase the quality and speed of
automated inspection. However, they crave vast amounts of labeled data. Thus, we demonstrate a method to simulate a realistic
CT-data set which allows ground truth labels to be derived automatically. We place procedurally generated pores inside lifelike
material samples, yielding virtual aluminum parts. Using properties of real materials during the simulation, we are able to
create scans comprising the typical CT-artifacts which impede the detection of defects, especially noise, beam hardening, and
ring artifacts. To validate the realism of this data set, we use the simulated data to train different defect detection algorithms,
including convolutional neural networks, and measure their prediction performance on real data showing the aforementioned
artifacts. The corresponding ground truth labeling was derived from scans of higher quality of the same parts.
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Training
Procedural Mesh Generation

1.  Choose the part, combined from basic 
shapes.

2.  Add loads of defects of different shapes and 
sizes.

Evaluation
Qualitative Quantitative

CT-Simulation

675 realistic CT-Scans: 27 different scan qualities 
of 25 different parts, and a total size of 1.35 TB

Ground Truth Computation

About 550 inner and 50 surfaces defects per 
simulated scan, 400,000 defects in total

Validation
Scan Real Aluminum Parts

Make a high-quality scan for labeling and a 
“normal” scan to predict on.

Conclusion
>  Realistically simulated defect data is a  

valid source for training data

>  The data set can be made arbitrarily large 
and is quickly available

>  The pipeline can be extended to other 
materials and even other tasks easily

>  There are no accidentally mis-annotated 
voxels in the data

>  Machine-learning algorithms allow a  
“parameter-free” computation
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Introduction
Modern machine learning algorithms have the ability to 
increase the quality and speed of automated inspection 
tasks. However, they crave vast amounts of labeled data. 
As manually labeling artifact-prone three-dimensional  

CT-scans is almost unaffordable, we demonstrate a 
method to simulate CT-data which allows ground truth 
labels to be derived automatically. To validate the real-
ism of this data set, we use the simulated data to train 

different defect detection algorithms and measure their 
prediction performance on real data whose labels were 
derived from scans of higher quality of the same part.

Machine Learning Algorithms

Manual Labeling

Three scans, 9 billion voxels, and 5882  
defects annotated by hand

Traditional Methods Fully Convolutional NetworksRandom Forest

Feature Extraction End-to-End TrainingFilter-based Methods Deep Learning

We cannot only detect defects inside the part but 
also separate them from surfaces defects.

We find smaller defects, while having a consistent 
false positive alarm rate.

■ defect mesh

■ inner defect
■ surface defect


